
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BOTH:  Good morning principal, vice principals and fellow school mates. We are 

students from 3C. 
Emma:     I’m Emma. 
Jason:     I’m Jason. 
Emma:     Jason. Do you listen to music or songs usually? 
Jason:      Well… Not really. But I listen to our national anthem a lot.  
Emma: Right. I guess me too. By the way, do you know what the genre of our national 

anthem is? 
Jason: Is it a March? 
Emma: Yes! You did pay attention to the music lessons. But today we are here to share 

a bit more about some other types of songs.  
Jason: What is that? 
Emma: My favourite -- Pop songs!!  
Jason: I like that too! Sometimes I just sing along when I listen to it. Most of the lyrics 

are quite catchy. Have you heard of Mayday? It’s my favourite band. 
Emma: I know them. Some of their songs are very inspiring and famous. But they are 

not my favourite! Do you know what my favourite band is? 
Jason: I KNOW! Mirror! 
Emma: NO… 
Jason: You sure?? 
Emma: Yes! I mean… Mirror is okay. As a Hong Kong band, they do manage to create a 

buzz in some other countries. But the band I like the most is well-known 
worldwide, and I bet quite a lot of our fellows like them, maybe some Misses 
too. 

Jason: Hmm. You got me. Who are they? 
Emma: They are BTS! 
Jason: Ahh… A group of . I’m not surprised, but they are really famous. They’ve even 

performed at the United Nations General Assembly before. I guess for a pop 
band, it’s an outstanding achievement.  

Emma:  But you know what?! They were not always this popular. They once struggled to 
make ends meet. As strange as it sounds, they once lived in a one-room 
apartment together. They were not an overnight sensation, and it took the band 
about 3 years to come into the limelight.  

Jason: I’m surprised that as a native Korean boy band, they could speak good English 
and sing many English songs too. Do you think that helps them earn fame? 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Emma: Probably. Their lyrics are very meaningful, and I can learn some English words 

and sentences from them. Just sing along and I can naturally pick up some 
words or phrases.  

Jason: Really? I can’t wait to listen to their songs.  
Emma: You may start with Butter – my all-time favourite! 
BOTH: This is the end of our sharing. Thank you for listening.  


